beats and pericardial effusion. No calcifications were detected in the brain, liver, spleen, and placenta. Maternal serology for intrauterine infection and tests for ANA, anti-SSA and anti-SSB were negative. Ultrasound at 27 week revealed calcifications in myocardium, caudothalamic groove and liver. At 32 weeks, multiple bilateral thalamic, brainstem, and striatal calcifications were detected with a unilateral parenchymal temporal lobe cyst. Extensive myocardial calcifications were noted with deterioration in cardiac function. In view of the fetal findings and previous family history of the similar presentation and grave outcome, the couple chose to terminate the pregnancy. Amniotic fluid was taken for the AGS genetic analysis. Fetal biallelic mutations in TREX1 gene were detected in the amniotic fluid and the preserved DNA of the previous affected sibling.
beats and pericardial effusion. No calcifications were detected in the brain, liver, spleen, and placenta. Maternal serology for intrauterine infection and tests for ANA, anti-SSA and anti-SSB were negative. Ultrasound at 27 week revealed calcifications in myocardium, caudothalamic groove and liver. At 32 weeks, multiple bilateral thalamic, brainstem, and striatal calcifications were detected with a unilateral parenchymal temporal lobe cyst. Extensive myocardial calcifications were noted with deterioration in cardiac function. In view of the fetal findings and previous family history of the similar presentation and grave outcome, the couple chose to terminate the pregnancy. Amniotic fluid was taken for the AGS genetic analysis. Fetal biallelic mutations in TREX1 gene were detected in the amniotic fluid and the preserved DNA of the previous affected sibling.
AGS is a genetic disease associated with a high risk of recurrence. It mimics congenital infection and should be considered in cases with negative TORCH workup. Myocardial calcifications and arrhythmia may be the earliest manifestations of AGS due to TREX1 mutation.
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Typical and atypical dural sinus malformation imaging in the fetus: based on four cases
W. Xia
Hubei, Maternal and Children's Hospital, Wuhan, China Objectives: To describe the atypical imaging characteristic of dural sinus malformation in fetuses by ultrasound and MRI. Methods: We report a series of four fetuses with dural sinus malformation in Hubei Maternal and Children's Hospital from July 2013 to February 2016. All the mothers undertook the prenatal MR imaging because of the intracranial space occupying lesions discovered by prenatal ultrasound. Results: In all four cases, two of them represented the typical MR imaging of dural sinus ectasia with thrombosis in the vicinity of torcular Herophili (also known as sinus confluence), while in the other two cases lesions located mainly in superior sagittal sinus and transverse sinus separately. Two pregnancies were terminated, while the outcomes of other two cases were not available. Conclusions: Atypical location of the dural sinus malformation, such as superior sagittal sinus and transverse sinus, should be paid special attention to. Sonographer should realise the atypical sign of dural sinus malformation, and prenatal MRI is necessary to identify the lesion. Associated CNS abnormalities included: ventriculomegaly (VM) (4 cases, 3 mild and 1 severe), complete or partial agenesis of corpus callosum (ACC) (4), abnormal or delayed cortical development (4), vermian hypoplasia (VH) (4).
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A fetus with KB and mild VM, absent Sylvian fissures, partial ACC, dysmorphic and enlarged tectum, and a small upward rotated vermis at 19 GW was diagnosed as having cobblestone malformation confirmed by autopsy.
A fetus with KB and underdeveloped cerebral hemispheres, mild VM, complete ACC, thin pons, and VH at 19 GW was presumed to have a tubulinopathy. Autopsy confirmed the prenatal findings, cortical histology was normal for gestational age.
A male fetus with KB and a thick nuchal fold, pelvic kidney, severe VM and absent CSP at 22 GW was presumed to have L1 syndrome. The autopsy revealed complete ACC, KB, hypoplastic corticospinal tracts, and fragmented dentate nuclei. Cortical histology was normal for gestational age.
A fetus with KB and occipital encephalocele, polycystic kidneys, and postaxial polydactyly at 17 GW was diagnosed as having Meckel-Gruber syndrome. This was the second pregnancy of consanguineous parents, the previous one was terminated for identical malformations, confirmed by autopsy.
A fetus with KB and a dorsal cyst, a small dysplastic vermis associated with cystic dilatation of the fourth ventricle at 19 GW was diagnosed as having alobar holoprosencephaly. Conclusions: Brainstem kinking is a rare fetal neuroimaging finding that has been reported mainly in α-dystroglycanopathies. Our cases indicate that a KB can be associated with a spectrum of severe CNS malformations, being the earliest manifestation in some of them. Obstetrics and Gynecology, Universidad Industrial de Santander, Floridablanca, Santander, Colombia; 2 Pathology, Universidad Industrial de Santander, Bucaramanga, Colombia; 3 Hospital Universitario de Santander, Bucaramanga, Colombia;  4 Universidad Industrial de Santander, Bucaramanga, Colombia
